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African Americans In The Civil War summary: African-Americans served in the in the Civil War on both the Union and
Confederate side. In the Union army, over , African American men served in over units, as well as more serving in the
Navy and in support positions.

Union[ edit ] Our Presidents, Governors, Generals and Secretaries are calling, with almost frantic vehemence,
for men. Concerns over the response of the border states of which one, Maryland , surrounded the capital of
Washington D. Congress passed two Acts allowing for the enlistment of "Colored" troops African Americans
[8] but official enrollment occurred only after the final issuance of the " Emancipation Proclamation " in
January However, State and local militia units had already begun enlisting Blacks, including the " Black
Brigade of Cincinnati ", raised in September to help provide manpower to thwart a feared Confederate raid on
Cincinnati from Kentucky. In May , Congress established the Bureau of Colored Troops in an effort to
organize black efforts in the war. Augusta was a senior surgeon, with white assistant surgeons under his
command at Fort Stanton , MD. Of the 67, Regular Army white troops, 8. Of the approximately , United
States Colored Troops , however, over 36, died, or In other words, the mortality "rate" amongst the United
States Colored Troops in the Civil War was thirty-five percent greater than that among other troops,
notwithstanding the fact that the former were not enrolled until some eighteen months after the fighting began.
A number of officers in the field experimented, with varying degrees of success, in using contrabands for
manual labor in Union Army camps, and later to raising Black regiments of soldiers from them, including
Gen. David Hunter â€” , U. Lane â€” , and Gen. Butler â€” , of Massachusetts. In September, , free
African-American men were forcefully conscripted and impressed into forced labor for constructing defensive
fortifications, by the white citizens of the pro-slavery city of Cincinnati, Ohio ; they came to be known as the "
Black Brigade of Cincinnati ". Because of the harsh working conditions and the extreme brutality of their
Cincinnati police guards , the Union Army, under General Lew Wallace , stepped in to restore order and
ensure that the black conscripts received the fair treatment due to soldiers, including the equal pay of privates.
Contrabands were later settled in a number of colonies, such as at the Grand Contraband Camp, Virginia and
in the Port Royal Experiment. Blacks also participated in activities further behind the lines that helped keep an
army functioning, such as at hospitals and the like. In general, white soldiers and officers believed that Black
men lacked the ability to fight and fight well. In October , African-American soldiers of the 1st Kansas
Colored Infantry , in one of the first engagements involving Black troops, silenced their critics by repulsing
attacking Confederate guerrillas at the Skirmish at Island Mound , Missouri in the Western Theatre in October
By August, , 14 more Negro State Regiments were in the field and ready for service. At the Battle of Port
Hudson , Louisiana , May 27, , the African-American soldiers bravely advanced over open ground in the face
of deadly artillery fire. Although the attack failed, the Black soldiers proved their capability to withstand the
heat of battle, with General Nathaniel P. Banks â€” recording in his official report: Despite the defeat, the unit
was hailed for its valor, which spurred further African-American recruitment, giving the Union a numerical
military advantage from a large segment of the population the Confederacy did not attempt to exploit until too
late in the closing days of the War. Unfortunately for any African-American soldiers captured during these
battles, imprisonment could be even worse than death. Black prisoners were not treated the same as white
prisoners. They received no medical attention, harsh punishments, and would not be used in a prisoner
exchange because the Confederate states only saw them as escaped slaves fighting against their masters. The
year was especially eventful for African-American troops. On April 12, , at the Battle of Fort Pillow , in
Tennessee , Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest led his 2, men against the Union-held fortification,
occupied by black and white soldiers. Casualties were high and only sixty-two of the U. Colored Troops
survived the fight. Accounts from both Union and Confederate witnesses suggest a massacre. On September
29, , the African-American division of the Eighteenth Corps, after being pinned down by Confederate artillery
fire for about 30 minutes, charged the earthworks and rushed up the slopes of the heights. During the
hour-long engagement the Division suffered tremendous casualties. Harriet Tubman was also a spy, a nurse,
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and a cook whose efforts were key to Union victories and survival. Tubman is most widely recognized for her
contributions to freeing slaves by the Underground Railroad. However, her contributions to the Union Army
were equally important. She became the first woman to lead U. The constant stream, however, of escaped
slaves seeking refuge aboard Union ships, forced the navy to formulate a policy towards them. To return them
would be impolitic as well as cruel With rare exceptions, only the rank of petty officer would be offered to
black sailors, and in practice, only to free blacks who often were the only ones with naval careers sufficiently
long to earn the rank. African-Americans performed forced labor under Confederate military unit direction.
Other times, when a son or sons in a slaveholding family enlisted, he would take along a family slave to work
as a personal servant. Such slaves would perform non-combat duties such as carrying and loading supplies, but
they were not soldiers. Still, even these civilian usages were comparatively infrequent. In areas where the
Union Army approached, a wave of slave desertions would inevitably follow; Southern blacks would
inevitably offer themselves as scouts who knew the territory to the Federals. Opposition to arming blacks was
even stauncher. Many in the South feared slave revolts already, and arming blacks would make the threat of
mistreated slaves overthrowing their masters even greater. The Confederate Congress narrowly passed a bill in
allowing slaves to join the army. The bill did not offer or guarantee an end to their servitude as an incentive to
enlist. Even this weak bill, supported by Robert E. Lee , passed only narrowly, by a 9â€”8 vote in the Senate.
President Jefferson Davis signed the law on March 13, , but went beyond the terms in the bill by issuing an
order on March 23 to offer freedom to slaves so recruited. Davis, President Davis felt that blacks would not
fight unless they were guaranteed their freedom after the war. This is the first company of negro troops raised
in Virginia. It was organized about a month since, by Dr. Chambliss, from the employees of the hospitals, and
served on the lines during the recent Sheridan raid. At least one such review had to be cancelled due not
merely to lack of weaponry, but also lack of uniforms or equipment. These units did not see combat;
Richmond fell without a battle to Union armies one week later in early April The whole sorry episode [the
mustering of colored troops in Richmond] provides a fitting coda for our examination of modern claims that
thousands and thousands of black troops loyally fought in the Confederate armies. By drawing so many white
men into the army, indeed, the war multiplied the importance of the black work force. As the Union saw
victories in the fall of and the spring of , however, the need for more manpower was acknowledged by the
Confederacy in the form of conscription of white men, and the national impressment of free and slave blacks
into laborer positions. State militias composed of freedmen were offered, but the War Department spurned the
offer. Cleburne recommended offering slaves their freedom if they fought and survived. He also recommended
recognizing slave marriages and family, and forbidding their sale, hotly controversial proposals when
slaveowners routinely separated families and refused to recognize familial bonds. Cleburne cited the blacks in
the Union army as proof that they could fight. He also believed that such a policy would reduce mass
defections of slaves to the Union: There would be no recruits awaiting the enemy with open arms, no complete
history of every neighborhood with ready guides, no fear of insurrection in the rear Stewart said that
emancipating slaves for military use was "at war with my social, moral, and political principles", while James
Patton Anderson called the proposal "revolting to Southern sentiment, Southern pride, and Southern honor.
Benjamin , and General Robert E. On November 7, , in his annual address to Congress, Davis hinted at arming
slaves. To talk of maintaining independence while we abolish slavery is simply to talk folly. Howell Cobb of
Georgia wrote in January that the proposition to make soldiers of our slaves it the most pernicious idea that
has been suggested since the war began You cannot make soldiers of slaves, nor slaves of soldiers The day
you make soldiers of [Negroes] is the beginning of the end of the revolution. Hunter wrote "What did we go to
war for, if not to protect our property? Lee wrote the Confederate Congress urging them to arm and enlist
black slaves in exchange for their freedom. The legislation was then promulgated into military policy by Davis
in General Order No. Elsewhere in the South, such free blacks ran the risk of being accused of being a
runaway slave, arrested, and enslaved. One of the state militias was the 1st Louisiana Native Guard , a militia
unit composed of free men of color , mixed-blood creoles who would be considered black elsewhere in the
South by the one-drop rule. The unit was short lived, never saw combat, and was forced to disband in April
after the Louisiana State Legislature passed a law that reorganized the militia into only " Other militias with
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notable free black representation included the Baton Rouge Guards under Capt. The only official duties ever
given to the Natchitoches units were funeral honor guard details. Colored Troops at Vicksburg National
Military Park Prisoner exchanges between the Union and Confederacy were suspended when the Confederacy
refused to return black soldiers captured in uniform. In October , the Confederate Congress issued a resolution
declaring all Negroes, free and slave, that they should be delivered to their respective states "to be dealt with
according to the present and future laws of such State or States". As for freemen, they would be handed over
to Confederates for confinement and put to hard labor. In the last few months of the war, the Confederate
government agreed to exchange of all prisoners, White and Black, and several thousand troops were
exchanged until the surrender of the Confederacy ended all hostilities.
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Black Soldiers in the U.S. Military During the Civil War. Background "Once let the black man get upon his person the
brass letter, U.S., let him get an eagle on his button, and a musket on his shoulder and bullets in his pocket, there is no
power on earth that can deny that he has earned the right to citizenship.".

African-Americans played an important part in the Civil War. From soldiers and laborers to nurses and spies,
their presence had a significant impact on the outcome of the war. African-American Soldiers and Laborers: It
is estimated that over , African-American men served as soldiers in the Civil War. These soldiers served in all
black regiments that later came to be known as the United States Colored Troops. According to an article in
the Harvard Gazette, between 3, and 10, African-American men fought as soldiers for the Confederacy and
between 20, and 50, served as laborers. The article states the motivation for these men to serve in the
Confederate army is unknown but they may have been slaves forced to do so by their masters. Despite their
loyalty and sacrifice, African-American soldiers in the Union army were not paid as well as white soldiers,
earning just seven dollars a month while white soldiers earned 13 dollars a month. Many of these soldiers
protested their low pay by refusing to accept any wages until they were awarded the same wages as white
soldiers. This unequal pay angered many people, such as Harriet Tubman, who refused to meet Abraham
Lincoln out of protest. Eventually African American soldiers were awarded equal pay in March of The
battlefield was a dangerous place for all soldiers, but especially Union African American soldiers. The
presence of African-Americans in the Civil War helped shaped many new laws, such as the Lieber Code of ,
which was designed to protect captured African Americans soldiers from being sold into slavery, as well as
laws like the Emancipation Proclamation , a military order freeing slaves in seceded states not already under
Union control and allowing them to join the Union army. The Emancipation Proclamation then paved the way
for the 13th Amendment in , which abolished slavery in the United States. African-American Nurses and
Cooks: African-American women, as well as some men, often worked as nurses, cooks and laundry workers in
both Union and Confederate hospitals during the war. One such famous nurse was Harriet Tubman, who
served in numerous military hospital before she was eventually appointed matron of the Colored Hospital at
Fort Monroe in Virginia in A number of African-American men even worked as army surgeons, according to
the U. National Library of Medicine website, but they were confined to military hospitals or recruiting stations
because white surgeons refused to work alongside them in the field. Some African-Americans also served as
spies in the Civil War, disguising themselves as slaves or laborers and eavesdropping on conversations or
stealing glances at military documents and papers in the homes they worked in. Others were runway slaves or
slaves freed by Union forces, who were interviewed about any information they had on the Confederate troops
in the area. It is not known exactly how many African-Americans served as spies since the Union army often
destroyed records and documents about them in order to protect their identity. Being a True History of the Spy
System published in Famous African-Americans in the Civil War: Although African-Americans made many
accomplishments as well as sacrifices during the Civil War, their roles in society after the war ended were just
as complex as they struggled to find acceptance, employment and opportunities in post-war America. Black
Soldiers in the Civil War: National Library of Medicine: African Americans in Civil War Medicine:
Intelligence During the Civil War: African American Soldiers in the Civil War:
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3: 10 African-American Heroes Of The Civil War - Listverse
African-American soldiers participated in every major campaign of the War's last year, , except for Sherman's Atlanta
Campaign in Georgia and the following "March to the Sea" to Savannah, by Christmas The year was especially eventful
for African-American troops.

The Civil War era The extension of slavery to new territories had been a subject of national political
controversy since the Northwest Ordinance of prohibited slavery in the area now known as the Midwest. The
Missouri Compromise of began a policy of admitting an equal number of slave and free states into the Union.
Maps show the compromises over the extension of slavery into the territories: By the end of the s, the North
feared complete control of the country by slaveholding interests, and whites in the South believed that the
North was determined to destroy its way of life. White Southerners had been embittered by Northern defiance
of the federal fugitive slave act and had been alarmed in by the raid at Harpers Ferry , Virginia now in West
Virginia , led by the white abolitionist John Brown. After Abraham Lincoln was elected president in on the
antislavery platform of the new Republican party, the Southern states seceded from the Union and formed the
Confederate States of America. But preservation of the Union, not the abolition of slavery, was the initial
objective of President Lincoln. Thus the Civil War became, in effect, a war to end slavery. Delany, and
Douglass vigorously recruited blacks into the Union armed forces. They performed heroically despite
discrimination in pay, rations, equipment, and assignments as well as the unrelenting hostility of the
Confederate troops. Slaves served as a labour force for the Confederacy, but thousands of them dropped their
tools and escaped to the Union lines. The Fourteenth Amendment granted African Americans citizenship, and
the Fifteenth Amendment guaranteed their right to vote. Yet the Reconstruction period â€”77 was one of
disappointment and frustration for African Americans, for these new provisions of the Constitution were often
ignored, particularly in the South. After the Civil War, the freedmen were thrown largely on their own meagre
resources. Landless and uprooted, they moved about in search of work. They generally lacked adequate food,
clothing, and shelter. The Southern states enacted black codes, laws resembling the slave codes that restricted
the movement of the former slaves in an effort to force them to work as plantation labourersâ€”often for their
former mastersâ€”at absurdly low wages. The bureau established hospitals and schools, including such
institutions of higher learning as Fisk University and Hampton Institute. Northern philanthropic agencies, such
as the American Missionary Association , also aided the freedmen. During Reconstruction, African Americans
wielded political power in the South for the first time. Their leaders were largely clergymen, lawyers, and
teachers who had been educated in the North and abroad. Among the ablest were Robert B. Elliott of South
Carolina and John R. Both were speakers of their state House of Representatives and were members of the U.
Revels and Blanche K. Bruce of Mississippiâ€”sat in the U. Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Washington,
D. But black political power was short-lived. Northern politicians grew increasingly conciliatory to the white
South, so that by virtually all leaders of the Confederacy had been pardoned and were again able to vote and
hold office. By means of economic pressure and the terrorist activities of violent antiblack groups, such as the
Ku Klux Klan , most African Americans were kept away from the polls. By , when Pres. Hayes withdrew the
last federal troops from the South, Southern whites were again in full control. African Americans were
disfranchised by the provisions of new state constitutions such as those adopted by Mississippi in and by
South Carolina and Louisiana in Only a few Southern black elected officials lingered on. No African
American was to serve in the U. Congress for three decades after the departure of George H. White of North
Carolina in Starting with Tennessee in , all the Southern states reenacted laws prohibiting marriage between
blacks and whites. They also passed Jim Crow laws segregating blacks and whites in almost all public places.
By most Southern states had officially segregated their public schools. Moreover, in , in upholding a Louisiana
law that required the segregation of passengers on railroad cars, the U. Supreme Court in the case of Plessy v.
And relatively few rural African Americans in the South owned their own farms, most remaining poor
sharecroppers heavily in debt to white landlords. The largely urban Northern African American population
fared little better. The jobs they sought were given to European immigrants. In search of improvement, many
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African Americans migrated westward. During and after the Reconstruction period, African Americans in
cities organized historical, literary, and musical societies. The literary achievements of African Americans
included the historical writings of T. Thomas Fortune and George Washington Williams. The Life and Times
of Frederick Douglass became a classic of autobiography. Blacks also began to make a major impact on
American mass culture through the popularity of such groups as the Fisk Jubilee Singers.
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4: African-Americans in the Civil War â€“ Civil War Saga
Black codes were restrictive laws designed to limit the freedom of African Americans and ensure their availability as a
cheap labor force after slavery was abolished during the Civil War.

After all, they would have been fighting for their freedom and the end of slavery. However, despite wanting to
end slavery, people in the North did not want African-Americans to become part of the army. Even President
Lincoln was afraid that the border states would secede if he allowed former slaves to fight in the war. As the
war continued, the North needed more able-bodied men to fight. In early , the Union decided to officially
allow African-Americans to join the army. White and black soldiers would still be in separate regiments and
black regiments would have white officers. The First Black Regiments The first black regiments played an
important role. Many white people believed that the former slaves would not be brave enough to fight in
battle. The first black regiments proved them wrong. They fought with courage and bravery in the face of
gunfire and death. General Banks would later praise them on their valor and character. The Courage to Fight It
took a lot of courage for any soldier to fight in the Civil War, but it was even more dangerous for black
soldiers. If black soldiers were captured by the Confederates while fighting for the Union, they were executed
or sold back into slavery. The Confederates also executed any captured white officers of black regiments.
Their story was told in the award winning movie Glory. Their most famous battle was when they led the
Union charge on Fort Wagner. However, their bravery was an inspiration to all Union troops, especially other
black regiments. More African-American Soldiers As the war continued, more black soldiers enlisted to fight
for the North. They became a major part of the Union armed forces. By the end of the war, around ,
African-Americans had fought making a major difference and helping the North to win the war. They were
mostly used as workers, although they were sometimes forced into battle when the fighting became fierce.
Near the end of the war, in , the South finally approved black soldiers. Equal pay was eventually granted by
Congress in Senator Howell Cobb of Georgia said " Harriet Tubman , an escaped slave who worked on the
Underground Railroad, worked as a spy for the North during the Civil War. Slaves who escaped to the Union
Army were called contrabands.
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5: Black Civil War Soldiers - HISTORY
African Americans played a prominent role in the Union Army during the Civil War. Over , African Americans, equaling
10% of the entire military force, served in the Union military. 37, died fighting for the Union. Most were escaped slaves
who served in segregated units under white officers.

African Americans in the Revolutionary War Crispus Attucks was an iconic patriot; engaging in a protest in ,
he was shot by royal soldiers in the Boston Massacre African-Americans as slaves and free blacks served on
both sides during the war. Gary Nash reports that recent research concludes there were about black Patriot
soldiers, counting the Continental Army and Navy, and state militia units, as well as privateers, wagoneers in
the Army, servants to officers, and spies. Lord Dunmore , the Royal Governor of Virginia, issued an
emancipation proclamation in November , promising freedom to runaway slaves who fought for the British;
Sir Henry Clinton issued a similar edict in New York in Many of the rest served as orderlies, mechanics,
laborers, servants, scouts and guides, although more than half died in smallpox epidemics that swept the
British forces, and many were driven out of the British lines when food ran low. Many of the Black Loyalists
performed military service in the British Army, particularly as part of the only Black regiment of the war, the
Black Pioneers , and others served non-military roles. In response, and because of manpower shortages,
Washington lifted the ban on black enlistment in the Continental Army in January All-black units were
formed in Rhode Island and Massachusetts; many were slaves promised freedom for serving in lieu of their
masters; another all-African-American unit came from Haiti with French forces. At least 5, African-American
soldiers fought as Revolutionaries, and at least 20, served with the British. Black volunteers also served with
various of the South Carolina guerrilla units, including that of the "Swamp Fox", Francis Marion , [4] half of
whose force sometimes consisted of free Blacks. Martin served with the Marine platoon on the Reprisal for a
year and a half and took part in many ship-to-ship battles including boardings with hand-to-hand combat, but
he was lost with the rest of his unit when the brig sank in October The only exception to this Army policy was
Louisiana , which gained an exemption at the time of its purchase through a treaty provision, which allowed it
to opt out of the operation of any law, which ran counter to its traditions and customs. Louisiana permitted the
existence of separate black militia units which drew its enlistees from freed blacks. A militia unit, The
Louisiana Battalion of Free Men of Color, and a unit of black soldiers from Santo Domingo offered their
services and were accepted by General Andrew Jackson in the Battle of New Orleans , a victory that was
achieved after the war was officially over. This force provided crucial artillery support during the battle. One
of the best accounts is that Charles Ball born Ball served with Commodore Joshua at the Battle of
Bladensburg and later helped man the defenses at Baltimore. In his memoir, Ball reflected on the Battle of
Bladensburg: Harry Jones was wounded in the final action at Bladensburg. Register states "Harry Jones black
boy wound Bladensburg". Boys in early navy were simply young sailors in training ages 12 to African
Americans also served with the British. British commanders later stated the new marines fought well at
Bladensburg and confirm that two companies took part in the burning of Washington including the White
House. Following the Treaty of Ghent, the British kept their promise and in evacuated the Colonial Marines
and their families to Halifax Canada and Bermuda. Civil War is marked by , 7, officers, , enlisted [20]
African-American men, comprising units, who served in the Union Army during the Civil War, and many
more African Americans served in the Union Navy. Both free African Americans and runaway slaves joined
the fight. On the Confederate side, blacks, both free and slave, were used for labor. In the final months of the
war, the Confederate Army was desperate for additional soldiers so the Confederate Congress voted to recruit
black troops for combat; they were to be promised their freedom. Units were in training when the war ended,
and none served in combat.
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6: African Americans In The Civil War | HistoryNet
It may seem only natural for us today that African-Americans would have fought on the side of the North in the Civil War.
After all, they would have been fighting for their freedom and the end of slavery. However, despite wanting to end
slavery, people in the North did not want African-Americans to.

In the Union army, over , African American men served in over units, as well as more serving in the Navy and
in support positions. In the Confederacy, African-Americans were still slaves and they served mostly in labor
positions. By , the South allowed slaves to enlist but very few actually did. Although African Americans had
served in the army and navy during the American Revolution and in the War of few, if any served in the
Mexican War , they were not permitted to enlist because of a law that barred them from bearing arms in the U.
President Abraham Lincoln also feared that accepting black men into the military would cause border states
like Maryland, Kentucky and Missouri to secede. By May , the Bureau of Colored Troops was established to
manage black enlistees. Recruitment was low until active efforts were made to enlist black
volunteersâ€”leaders like Frederick Douglass encouraged free black men to volunteer as a way to ensure
eventual full citizenship. The First Black Regiments The first authorized black regimentsâ€”designated
colored troopsâ€”consisted of recruits from Massachusetts, Tennessee, and South Carolina, the latter in areas
under Union control, of course. He planned for it to consist of 18 regiments, infantry, artillery and cavalry,
with engineers and mobile hospitals. Black Union soldiers did not receive equal pay or equal treatment. Even
in the North, racial discrimination was widespread and blacks were often not treated as equals by white
soldiers. In addition, segregated units were formed with black enlisted men commanded by white officers and
black non-commissioned officers. Some of the white officers had low opinions of their colored troops and
failed to adequately train them. Black units and soldiers that were captured by the Confederates faced harsher
treatment than white prisoners of war. In the Confederate Congress threatened to punish captured Union
officers of black troops and enslave black Union soldiers. At the Battle of Fort Pillow , Tennessee, on April
12, , the disorganized Union garrisonâ€”almost men, about half of whom were blackâ€”suffered nearly
casualties when they were attacked by Confederate cavalry under Nathan Bedford Forrest. The fight was
promptly dubbed a massacre in the Northern press, and it was claimed that black soldiers who attempted to
surrender were massacred. Other reports say the Union troops and their commanders refused to surrender.
Black troops played a major role at the Battle of the Crater during the siege of Petersburg , Virginia, and
formed a significant part of the Union force during the Battle of Nashville. By the time the war ended, some ,
black men had served in the Union Army, representing 10 percent of its total. Nearly 20, more were in the
navy. Nearly 40, died, three-fourths of them due to disease or infections. The South refused to arm blacks but
used them to build fortifications and perform camp duties; many Northern officers refused to believe black
troops would fight, and so they were often assigned to non-combat duties or placed in the rear guarding
railroads and bridges. Blacks also served as spies and scouts to the Union Army, providing valuable
information about Confederate forces, plans, and familiar terrain. Information gathered from black sources
were so numerous and valuable, they were put in a special categoryâ€”the so-called Black Dispatches.
Escaped slaves, many of whom fled to the Union lines, were referred to as contrabands in the early stages of
the war since they were seen as technically being property of the Confederates states. They were carefully
debriefed and some were recruited as spies, returning to slave territory with white agents posing as masters.
Freed blacks, including Harriet Tubman, were also spies, scouts, and agents. Tubman even famously led a raid
outside Beaufort, South Carolina, in Lee wrote "The chief source of information to the enemy is through our
negroes. Records also show men who served as color-bearers in militia units. Tens of thousands may have
served, willingly or otherwise. At the midpoint of the war in , when more Confederate soldiers were needed,
state militias of freed black men were offered to the Confederate war office but refused. At the beginning of
the war, a Louisiana unit offered its services but was rejected; that state had a long history of militia units
comprised of free men of color. As the war continued, the issue became even more hotly debated in the
Confederate Congress. On January 2, , Confederate major general Patrick Cleburne proposed arming slaves.
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Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy, ordered that the proposal be suppressed. Despite his reputation
as "the Stonewall Jackson of the West," Cleburne never rose to higher command, and it is widely believed that
was because of his unpopular proposal. On March 13, , legislation was finally passed that would free black
slaves if they enlisted in the Confederate Army, although they had to have consent from their masters. Only a
handful of black soldiers, probably less than 50, enlisted because of this legislation and were still in training
when the war ended. Fighting for Freedom By Paul D. The question, of course, revealed an underlying
attitudeâ€” white people still regarded African Americans as objects, not equals, and not a part of the polity.
The status of freed slaves clearly presented a problem for the North. But in fact it played an important role in
Confederate war councils as well. And ultimately the conflict proved how unready either side was to deal with
it constructively. Patrick Cleburne, a zealous supporter of Southern independence, who was supported in his
views by 13 other high-ranking officers in the Army of Tennessee. Library of Congress Others Southerners
had earlier voiced concern about the future of former slaves. After the fall of Vicksburg in July, a few citizens
of Mississippi and Alabama had also felt the despair that weighed on Cleburne. Many deserters were outside
Confederate lines and would not make reliable soldiers, even if captured. But he and his fellow officers also
urged a far more drastic step: His superior, General Joseph E. With an eye on the elections in the North, Davis
wanted to avoid dissension in the Southern ranks. He was hoping that the image of a strong, resolute
Confederacy might help to defeat President Abraham Lincoln. But after the fall of Atlanta in September ,
Davis knew his strategy had failed. The Army had to be enlarged. Within a few weeks Davis and his allies
were pressing forward with their maneuver, both inside the Confederacy as well as abroad. A wealthy
Louisiana slaveholder who had independently advocated enlisting and freeing slave soldiers, Kenner readily
accepted his diplomatic instructions. On the home front, the administration used Robert E. At the suggestion
of Secretary of State Judah Benjamin, Lee invited his men to speak out, and most declared that they needed
and wanted black reinforcements. More important, Lee himself called for bold steps. To this might be added a
bounty for faithful service. The idea of arming and freeing the slaves horrified many prominent Southerners.
North Carolina Senator William A. But most of the leadership elite valued slavery above all else. Although the
South was in a truly desperate situation by that juncture, the Confederate Congress delayed on a decision for
months, its members unwilling to act. Even so, this tardy measure referred only to using slaves as soldiers; it
emancipated no one. Davis tried to require a pledge of emancipation from any owner who offered his slave for
service. But recruitment proved difficult, as resistance continued to making soldiers of slaves. A small number
of black recruits began drilling in Richmond, but since the war soon came to an end, the Confederate proposal
to arm and free slaves amounted to nothing. Most Confederate slaveholders did not want to give up slavery.
When Davis and Benjamin were seeking allies for their measure, they made it clear that freedom would not
bring equality. African Americans might be better off after the war, but in a markedly limited way. Though
they were technically free, they would remain inferior and subordinate within society. Such low expectations
were not restricted to the South. Racism, in fact, had always been a national problem. Though today the North
is popularly credited with fighting the war for the sake of freedom and equality, such was not the case. This
misconception had its origin in postwar cultural battles over the meaning of the Civil War, when Northerners
often used emancipation to claim the moral high ground. Although Lincoln wanted an end to slavery, neither
he nor his party was committed to racial equality. The Northern president was more focused on conciliating
Southern whites, to gain their participation in reunion, than on improving the postwar status of African
Americans. A few facts can help to bring into perspective the larger picture of the American view of slavery.
When Lincoln took the oath of office in , he gave his support to a proposed constitutional amendment that
would have guaranteed the existence of slavery against federal interference forever. Moving slowly, Lincoln
repeatedly proposed measures of gradual, compensated emancipation. These plans envisioned voluntary action
by the states and colonization of the freed slaves somewhere outside the nation. He justified the Emancipation
Proclamation as a necessary war measure, taken under his authority as commander in chief, to preserve the
Union. What he expected was revealed in a letter to General John McClernand that is seldom quoted, since it
does not support the idea of Lincoln as a fervent idealist. Writing on January 8, , Lincoln noted that in his
Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation he had given Southern states days to return to the Union. Had they
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returned, they could have avoided emancipation. When he issued his Proclamation of Amnesty and
Reconstruction at the end of , he sought to reassure white Southerners. For this reason he consistently
reiterated his view that formerly rebellious states should be readmitted to the Union promptly. Charles Sumner
and other advocates of black rights feared that the defeated South would block the 13th Amendment. The
Confederacy had more than enough states to defeat it, and a few states in the Union voted heavily Democratic
and were unlikely to support the measure. For that reason Sumner argued that ratification should be
determined only by the loyal states. Racism pervaded the social landscape in both North and South. Although
the war settled the question of secession vs. Before had passed, three Northern statesâ€”Connecticut,
Wisconsin and Minnesota, all of which had very few black residentsâ€”voted against giving suffrage to
African-American men. Lincoln, White Racism, and Civil War.
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7: African Americans During the Civil War
In , President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation opened the door for African Americans to enlist in the Union Army.
Although many had wanted to join the war effort earlier, they were prohibited from enlisting by a federal law dating back
to President Lincoln had also feared that if he.

Share Shares 2K While most African-American soldiers drafted into the Union Army were discriminated
against and confined to colored units, they still played a major role in bringing about a Union victory. Below
are 10 African-American heroes of the Civil War. He quickly became a leader within the free Afro-French
community of New Orleans. His company was considered one of the best-drilled in the regiment. Despite
suffering heavy losses, Cailloux inspired his men to persevere, and even led further charges, during which his
arm was blown off by cannon fire. Despite now only having one arm, he continued to lead the charge until he
was killed by an artillery shell. His heroism quickly became the stuff of legend, with his funeral attended by
thousands and his efforts inspiring many African-Americans to enlist. Disguising himself as the captain and
giving the correct secret signals, he successfully sailed the Planter past five Confederate forts that guarded the
port. He then surrendered the ship, as well as a codebook, to the Union vessels that were forming a blockade.
He deactivated mines that he had helped to plant as a slave and assisted in the destruction of railroad bridges.
To top it off, he later became a congressman. Jackson Despite being a slave when the Civil War broke out,
William Jackson was in a position of power which he fully exploited. As a slave in the home of Confederate
president Jefferson Davis, William was perfectly placed to become a spy for the Union. The loud-mouthed
Davis saw Jackson as a piece of furniture rather than a possible enemy agent. As his coachman, Jackson risked
his own life to listen in to conversations between the President and important members of the army. When
Jackson fled across enemy lines in late , he gave the Union valuable information about supply routes, military
strategy, and Confederate supply shortages. Carney Escaping slavery as a child through the Underground
Railroad, William Carney joined the Union army at the first opportunity. During the Battle of Fort Wagner his
regiment spearheaded a charge across a beach into withering enemy fire. When the color sergeant dropped,
Carney picked up the flag and moved to the front of the charge. After the Union took the walls, Carney found
himself alone and was shot twice. Forced to leave the wounded, he joined up with an advancing regiment
where he was hit a third time. After being escorted to a field hospital, Carney passed off the flag to another
member of the 54th. It was then that it became apparent that William Carney had been holding the flag the
entire time, not letting it touch the ground once. For his heroism, he became the first African-American to earn
the Medal of Honor. After joining the navy in at the age of 53, Anderson became a poster boy for the US Navy
due to his heroic actions. In , Anderson was an oarsman on a small boat equipped with a howitzer to attack
Confederate forces in Mattox Creek, Virginia. After finding three abandoned enemy ships, the howitzer crew
were preparing to destroy them when they came under fire from Confederate soldiers on the shore. The
barrage of bullets was so deadly that it destroyed most of the oars and the only musket on board, and heavily
damaged the boat. Anderson and the few remaining men with oars managed to maneuver to safety under
intense fire, ensuring that only one man was injured. After a devastating Confederate victory at the Battle of
Richmond, an attack on the city was feared and all men living nearby, including Beaty, were drafted to build
defenses. For the next 15 days, the unarmed unit, many of whom were black men, voluntarily constructed
defenses far in advance of Union lines. Promoted to sergeant within two days , he soon commanded 47 men.
As part of an attack which was eventually called into retreat, Beaty ran into intense enemy fire to retrieve a
flag which had been dropped meters 1, ft away. Despite the suicide charge, Beaty was the highest-ranking
soldier that survived from his company. He instantly took charge of the men, leading a second charge which
successfully drove the Confederates back. Beaty was awarded a Medal of Honor on April 8, Born to free
parents in , he enrolled as a medical student in In , he enrolled, becoming the first African-American
physician out of the eight that would sign up for duty. He rose to the rank of major, making him the highest
ranking African-American at the time. Despite saving lives, Alexander was attacked by mobs in both
Baltimore and Washington. Two Union assistant surgeons also complained to President Lincoln about having
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to report to an African-American, forcing Augusta to be transferred to Washington. Despite the prejudice he
faced, Alexander continued to serve as a surgeon until the end of the war, using his position to fight for black
rights, especially the right to ride streetcars. During the battle, Miles was hit by a shot which mutilated his
arm. Despite being urged to retreat and told that he needed immediate amputation, Miles proceeded to lead his
men, firing and reloading his pistol with a single arm. All within 30 meters less than feet of the enemy line.
James was later honorably dismissed from the service after the battle for his new disability. While his
company was charging Confederate positions, Gardner saw a Confederate officer rallying his men on the
parapet. Spotting his chance, Gardner charged ahead of his unit. He succeeded in shooting the officer, but
failed to kill him. So he just kept on charging until he was close enough to pierce him with his bayonet. The
day after, Gardner was promoted to sergeant , and he was even given a Medal of Honor for his actions. After
enlisting in the navy in December , John was assigned to the USS Hartford as a member of the ammunition
party which supplied the deck guns. The entire ammunition crew was killed, except for Lawson who was
thrown against the side of the ship, badly injuring his leg. This was previously a six-man job and Lawson now
had only one good leg. He was awarded the Medal of Honor for his heroism. Mark is an award-winning 10
meter swimmer and not-so-award-winning shoe wearer and air breather. You can find him on Twitter here.
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8: African American Odyssey: The Civil War (Part 1)
The history of African Americans in the U.S. Civil War is marked by , (7, officers, , enlisted) African-American men,
comprising units, who served in the Union Army during the Civil War, and many more African Americans served in the
Union Navy. Both free African Americans and runaway slaves joined the fight.

Visit Website The Second Confiscation and Militia Act However, after two grueling years of war, President
Lincoln began to reconsider his position on black soldiers. The war did not appear to be anywhere near an end,
and the Union Army badly needed soldiers. White volunteers were dwindling in number, and
African-Americans were more eager to fight than ever. These became the 73rd, 74th and 75th United States
Colored Infantry. These unofficial regiments were officially mustered into service in January More than 1,
men responded. They formed the 54th Massachusetts Infantry Regiment, the first black regiment to be raised
in the North. Many of the 54th soldiers did not even come from Massachusetts: It was the first time in the
Civil War that black troops led an infantry attack. Unfortunately, the men of the 54th were outgunned and
outnumbered: Almost half of the charging Union soldiers, including Colonel Shaw, were killed. Confederate
Threats In general, the Union army was reluctant to use African-American troops in combat. This was partly
due to racism: There were many Union officers who believed that black soldiers were not as skilled or as
brave as white soldiers were. By this logic, they thought that African Americans were better suited for jobs as
carpenters, cooks, guards, scouts and teamsters. Black soldiers and their officers were also in grave danger if
they were captured in battle. The Fight for Equal Pay Even as they fought to end slavery in the Confederacy,
African-American Union soldiers were fighting against another injustice as well. Congress passed a bill
authorizing equal pay for black and white soldiers in By the time the war ended in , about , black men had
served as soldiers in the U. This was about 10 percent of the total Union fighting force. About half of the rest
were from the loyal border states, and the rest were free blacks from the North. Forty thousand black soldiers
died in the war:
9: Military history of African Americans - Wikipedia
Another African-American Medal of Honor winner was Aaron Anderson. After joining the navy in at the age of 53,
Anderson became a poster boy for the US Navy due to his heroic actions. In , Anderson was an oarsman on a small
boat equipped with a howitzer to attack Confederate forces in Mattox Creek, Virginia.
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